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Freedom
Micro
Next Gen of the World’s #1 Merchandising Solution
®

High Security. High CX
for Tablets & Phones.
•

Armored Security. Built to

withstand smash and grab theft
with more than 700 lbs. (320 kg) pull
strength, delivered in a beautiful
hardened metal riser, universal
SpeedBracket™, and reinforced
SteelTether™.

•

Fastest NPI. The SpeedMount™

•

Low Maintenance Costs. Modular
design. Parts are easily swapped to
reduce repair and maintenance costs
with replaceable SteelTether™, puck, riser.
base plate and universal bracket. No
costly custom brackets needed for new
product introductions.

•

Merchandise in Seconds. No Keys.

system keeps your products secure
with no adhesive to remove, no loose
parts and no custom brackets. Swap
to a new phone in under 30 seconds
saving you time and launch expenses.

No Tools. Simply click the SpeedBracket™
into the riser, plug in the cable. Done!

WORKS WITH
®

Optional Hidden Steel Safety Anchor.
2mm diameter steel aircraft cable with
1k pounds of tensile strength.

Patent Pending. mtigs.com/patents

Features and Benefits
Modular Design. The Freedom Micro(R) II family offers
multiple security options in one sleek design. You can
move between models with ease to match the security
you need.
Auto Alignment. SpeedBracket™ designed with

interdependent arms adjusts, auto aligns and
consistently centers phones and tablets for a clean and
easy installation.

Instant Remote Lockdown. The only product that lets
you lock down all devices remotely at the push of a button
with MTI Connect®.

Sales Engagement. Up to 5V, 3A
charging to keep the latest devices
charged for live demos. Reinforced 17
in/43 cm tether maximizes the customer
experience without sacrificing security.

High Return on Display™
With nearly 80 patents, our innovations don’t stop at product
security. We deliver bottom-line improvements to reduce
maintenance costs, decrease merchandising time, simplify
installation, and improve the total cost of ownership—which we
call Return on Display™.

Streamlined NPIs. On the new, low-cost SpeedMount™, VHB
moved from the puck to the riser for faster and easier roll outs.
Universal SpeedBracket™. Auto aligns to consistently center
device. Secure arms with one screw for fast installation.

De-merchandise in Moments. A quarter turn of the MTI
Tool lets you remove devices in a quick, fluid motion.
Sleek Look. The puck now stays with the riser for a cleaner
look when products are off the floor for nightly storage.

Modular Design. Parts are easily upgraded between models

and swapped for maintenance: replaceable tether, puck, riser,
base plates and brackets to keep R&M costs low.

Configurable, Easy Integration. Fits into your existing
fixtures without the need for costly, time consuming fixture
modifications.
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Versa Key™. Fast, Reliable & Secure Access
The industry’s easiest to use, lowest
cost, and most reliable key.
Low Cost. Versa Key™ is low cost, so you can
afford to outfit your entire team. Lose a key?
No worry. Versa Key™ can be deactivated
with a few keystrokes.
Increased Speed of Service. No more
waiting for a key. Eliminate customer wait
times and increase sales.
Secure. Proprietary data formats and
encrypted RFID technology make the Versa
Key™ the most secure key in your store.
Faster. Keys that work the first time.
Every time. RFID technology arms/disarms
products with a simple tap.
Fool Proof. Tired of forgetting to charge the
key? Versa Key™ doesn’t require charging,
syncing, and won’t break.

MTI Connect®
Smart Retail IoT Platform. Combines MTI’s smart security
products with cloud software in an open platform to reduce costs,
improve customer experience and increase sales.

Powerful Insights. The MTI Connect® Mobile App and Reports
provide powerful insights from the sales floor to corporate.
Improve store operations with employee enablement tools: instore execution tasks, actionable device readiness alerts, loss
prevention tools and corporate-level dashboards.

Actionable Health, Compliance and Security Info.

Device-level detail to identify problems and solutions before they
impact the bottom line.

Engagement. Consumer engagement (lift) metrics by day,
time, make and model to correlate with device sales, employee
schedules and marketing campaigns.
Managed Access. Every employee is accountable, stopping

theft cold. And every employee has access to merchandise, so
they sell with maximum efficiency.
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